ACI SUBCOMMITTEE 350-L
ENVIRONMENTAL STRUCTURES SPECIFICATION

MEETING AGENDA
New Orleans, LA

Tuesday, November 10, 2009
3:30 - 6:30 pm
Studio 10

1. CALL TO ORDER
   A. Subcommittee Roster and Attendance       Hanskat
   B. Approve Minutes                          Hanskat
   C. Correspondence                           Hanskat

2. OLD BUSINESS
   A. Verify section chairs.
      Section 1 General Requirements           Ardahl
      Section 2 Formwork and Formwork Accessories Sherman
      Section 3 Reinforcement & Reinf. Supports  Felder
      Section 4 Joints and Accessories          Baker
      Section 5 Concrete Mixtures               Ardahl
      Section 6 Handling, Placing, and Constructing Ardahl
      Section 7 Architectural Concrete          Mrazek
      Section 8 Mass Concrete                   Tabat
      Section 9 Internal Post-Tensioned Concrete Close
      Section 10 Ext. Wrapped Post-Tensioned Conc. Hanskat

3. NEW BUSINESS
   A. Review TAC Comments on 350 Spec          Hanskat/Ardahl
      Assignments and schedule
   B. Status of ACI 301-10                    Hanskat

4. ADJOURN

cc: Sherman